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Protecting Your Finances, Identity and Privacy

Identity & Credit Monitoring 
InfoArmor gives you peace of mind by proactively 
monitoring for the most damaging types of identity 
fraud.* By uncovering and resolving issues early, we 
can help minimize damages. We also monitor your 
credit through TransUnion. 

Credit Scores and Reports
Gain access to a monthly credit score and a credit 
report each year from TransUnion. Stay informed 
and protect your financial assets by detecting credit 
misuse quickly. 

Password Protection
Our secure vault automatically saves and syncs your 
passwords across desktop and mobile devices. This 
tool makes using complex passwords simple and safe.

Social Media Reputation Monitoring
We monitor Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and 
Instagram profiles, generating actionable alerts that 
help defend you and your family from reputational 
damage or cyberbullying.*

Wallet Protection
InfoArmor can easily replace the contents of a lost 
or stolen wallet through an online, secure vault that 
conveniently stores important documents.

Digital Identity Report
Our deep Internet search creates a snapshot of your 
exposed information online, giving you a chance to 
take control of your privacy.

Privacy Advocate Remediation
Have an expert on your side to guide you through the 
identity restoration process and fight back against 
identity thieves.

$1,000,000 Identity Theft Insurance Policy
If you are a victim of fraud, we will reimburse your out-
of-pocket costs to reinforce your financial security.†

Solicitation Reduction
Guidance on how to limit exposure to fraud while 
reducing annoying calls, mail, and preapproved credit 
offers.

Plans and Pricing
$7.95 per person per month
$13.95 per family per month‡

CoAdvantage holds the following PEO licenses in Florida:  GL82, GM280, GM260, GM517, GM516, GL36, GM75, GM74, GM286, GL69, GM142, GM141, GM285, GL8, 
GM293, GM279, GM27, GM294, GL147, GM365, GM367, GL187, GM498, GM497, GM496, GM495, EL346, DM53, GL226, GM596, GM597, GM598, GM599

*Network provides comprehensive coverage, although no solution can detect all suspicious activity. Nonetheless, our Privacy Advocates will work tirelessly to restore your identity regardless of when or how the damage was done.
†Identity theft insurance underwritten by insurance company subsidiaries or affiliates of AIG. The description herein is a summary and intended for informational purposes only and does not include all terms, conditions and exclusions of the policies described. Please refer to the actual policies for terms, conditions, and exclusions of 
coverage. Coverage may not be available in all jurisdictions.
‡Family coverage is available for individuals that are supported by you financially or live under your roof
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Learn More at: MyPrivacyArmor.com |  Questions? Call 800.789.2720
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